COMMERCIAL LITIGATION
Helping Businesses Tackle Challenging Business Disputes
Legal disputes that arise in the business context are not only costly and disruptive, they can threaten the future of your
company. The commercial litigation attorneys at Kaplin Stewart have decades of collective experience helping clients
tackle challenging commercial disputes. Our legal team represents businesses of all sizes and in all industries in state
and federal courts, including appeals, as well as in arbitration and mediation proceedings. We handle a diverse array of
commercial litigation matters, ranging from conflicts involving land and property rights to partner and shareholder
disputes to breach of contract claims. Regardless of the nature of your dispute, we put ourselves in your shoes and
work with you to develop individualized strategies that best protect your financial interests, reputation and business
relationships.

Handling a Broad Range of Commercial Disputes
The attorneys in our Commercial Litigation practice assist businesses with a wide range of commercial litigation
matters, including:
Zoning & land use litigation
Commercial real estate litigation
Business and contract litigation
Estate & trust litigation
Employment litigation
Insurance litigation
Landlord/tenant litigation
Appellate practice
Defamation & slander claims
Alternative dispute resolution
Creditors' rights and financial services litigation

Title litigation
Technology litigation
When you work with Kaplin Stewart you get the best of both worlds, the personalized service and attention of a small
firm coupled with the knowledge and depth of experience you expect to find at a larger firm. Our lawyers recognize the
importance of not only knowing the law, but also understanding our clients' industries and how their companies
operate. By developing a clear picture of your business, we are able to chart a path that protects your company today
and into the future.
At Kaplin Stewart, we resolve business disputes in a practical way. When conflicts surface, we work directly with our
clients to develop a comprehensive strategy focused on their individual needs and objectives. Cognizant of the delays
and costs associated with litigation, we aim to resolve disputes through negotiation, mediation and arbitration. If
litigation becomes unavoidable, our legal team is capable of handling complex cases at all levels of the court system. We
provide aggressive, value-conscious representation both in and out of the courtroom.

Contact a Commercial Litigation Attorney Today
The attorneys at Kaplin Stewart strive to build long-term partnerships with our business clients. Whether you are
involved in an everyday business conflict or a complex commercial dispute, we have the business judgment, legal skills
and experience needed to handle the matter. Our lawyers will work hand in hand with you to help you overcome your
obstacles so that you can reach your business goals.
Learn how our attorneys can help you advance your business objectives. We encourage you to schedule a consultation
today. We service businesses and other entities with offices in Philadelphia and Blue Bell, Pennsylvania as well as
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Contact us online or by phone at 610-260-6000 today to arrange a consultation.
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